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Abstract—Reverse-Time Migration (RTM) is widely acknowledged as the most-effective methodology for ‘sharpening’ the images generated by reflection seismology in support of petroleum
exploration. Conventional RTM, however, is significantly impacted by two performance-related challenges. Although attention on RTM’s compute-intensive modeling kernel is deferred to
a subsequent effort, the need for significant disk I/O is addressed
here. Broadly speaking, in-memory parallelism is introduced
here through use of Apache Spark via the Thunder Project.
In particular, a toy problem demonstrates that disk I/O can
be effectively decoupled from computation during application of
RTM’s imaging condition - a condition that can now be applied
as an in-memory cross-correlation between RTM’s forward and
reverse wavefields. Isolated prototyping on a laptop is shown
to scale out to clusters, where Spark workloads can be managed
alongside HPC and Big Data Analytics workloads. It is concluded
that refactoring RTM through the progressive introduction of
Spark is feasible in the case of addressing I/O bound challenges
that impede application of the method in practice; Spark presents
additional possibilities for approaching RTM that includes the
prospect of completely refactored imaging conditions and forward modeling through Deep Learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Artifacts (i.e., unwanted signals) are the bane of any imagebased approach for remotely sensing an object of interest. In
the case of reflection seismology for petroleum exploration,
these artifacts are the unavoidable and natural consequence of
acoustic waves interacting with complex geological structures
such as folds, faults, domes, as well as steeply dipping
lithologies (aka, tilted-rock) interfaces (e.g., [1]). Ironically, it
is precisely these same subsurface features that geophysicists
seek to map as accurately as possible in imaged sections
or volumes via reflection seismology, as petroleum reservoirs may be associated with one or more of these features.
Fortunately, through the process of migration, the impact of
these artifacts can be minimized, thus affording geophysicists
the opportunity to focus on geologically relevant signal –
as opposed to artifact-generated noise. Although there are a
number of accepted methodologies for migrating data obtained
through reflection seismology, there is little doubt that Reverse

Time Migration (RTM) most-accurately depicts all reflectors in
their actual locations in space and time [1], [2]. Of course, this
accuracy typically carries with it a significant computational
burden.
RTM’s computational burden characterizes the past, present
and (apparently) future of the method. Although it was
originally conceived in the 1980s [2], it took almost two
decades before RTM became computationally tractable. The
mere existence of contemporary investigations indicates that
performance remains an ongoing concern for those seeking
to employ the method in routine processing workflows. In
the following section, namely §II, the status quo in RTM
performance is briefly reviewed to provide context for the
present investigation; and towards the end of paper in §VII,
additional context is provided – especially as it relates to how
others are currently addressing the computational challenges
imposed by RTM. The availability of ever-improving computational capabilities increases the appetite for higher-resolution
modeling and simulation in science and engineering. In this
regard, practitioners of RTM are no different in seeking higherdefinition images of the subsurface – even though these images
require wave-equation modeling that scales as f 4 , where f
refers to the frequency of the modeled waves [3], [4]. In other
words, addressing performance challenges related to RTM
has been of relevance, continues to be of relevance, and is
anticipated to remain of relevance well into the future.
It is precisely this ongoing tension with RTM’s computational burden that motivates the current undertaking. In
a significant departure from previous approaches aimed at
reducing the impact of RTM’s known performances challenges
(please see §II for a brief statement of the same), emphasis
here is placed on the introduction of approaches typically
employed in disciplines other than the sciences or engineering.
Specifically, the current effort initiates a refactoring of RTM
through the progressive introduction of Apache Spark [5]
– a comprehensive and integrated platform for Big Data
Analytics. After very briefly reviewing Apache Hadoop [6] in
§III-A, the more-compelling case for Apache Spark is made

in the remainder of §III. A toy example (please see §IV-C)
is contrived to illustrate how one of RTM’s key performance
challenges can be directly addressed through use of Apache
Spark. More specifically, Apache Spark’s propensity for inmemory computing is exploited to reduce I/O operations
during time series analysis involving cross-correlation – i.e.,
during the application of RTM’s imaging condition (please
see §II first for additional details). Although the toy example
is prototyped on a laptop (please see §IV-D), scaling to a
computational cluster with significant data stores is a matter
that also receives consideration (please see §V).
As an implementation, Apache Spark possesses the primitives for distributed-memory parallel computing. It would
appear, therefore, that Spark could also be applied to the
finite-difference kernel that is central to the wave-propagation
computations that are required in the forward- and reversemodeling components of RTM – components for which additional context is provided in §II. The introduction of other
possibilities for Apache Spark, from alternate imaging conditions to modeling kernels, are alluded to in §V. Conclusions
are drawn in §VI, and related work is summarized briefly in
§VII.
II. P ERFORMANCE C HALLENGES IN C ONVENTIONAL RTM
Whereas interferometry exploits interference phenomenon
between pairs of signals to expose differences [8], RTM
migrates seismic-reflection data by making use of coherence
to seek similarities (e.g., [1]). Seismic traces, the observations recorded by an array of geophones (receivers sensitive
to seismic waves) subsequent to triggering by some event,
represent one of the two signals required for RTM. The other
is generated by forward modeling. In principle then, with the
two wavefields, the requisites for RTM are met. Of course,
in practice, there are details requiring consideration; and, with
a bias towards performance challenges, it is aspects of these
details elaborated next.
In RTM, use is made twice of the three-dimensional wave
equation (WE3D) to propagate seismic waves. First in the
forward problem, assumptions are made about the characteristics of the seismic source as well as variations in subsurface
velocity, so that seismic waves can be propagated forward
in time from their point of origin (at the source) into the
subsurface (i.e., areas/volumes of geological interest); this
results in the forward or source wavefields in the upperbranch of Figure 1. Using seismic traces recorded by arrays of
geophones, as well as an assumed subsurface-velocity model,
these observations are reversed-in-time (and hence the name,
RTM), and then backwards propagated using the same WE3D;
this results in the receivers wavefields in the lower-branch of
Figure 1.
It is standard practice in RTM to make use of the Finite Difference Method (FDM) to numerically propagate all
wavefields in space and time using computational resources.
In order to ensure meaningful results (i.e., stable and nondispersive from the perspective of numerical analysis) from
the application of the FDM to the WE3D, however, both time

and 3D space need to be discretized into small steps and
grid intervals, respectively (e.g., [7]). Because the WE3D is
a Partial Differential Equation in time and space, the FDM
estimates future values using approximations for all partial
derivatives. And in practice, it has been determined that RTM
requires high-order approximations for all spatial derivatives if
reliable results are to be optimally obtained (e.g., [7]). In other
words, the RTM modeling kernel is inherently and unavoidably
compute intensive.
The forward and reverse propagation, described previously
using the WE3D via the FDM, is carried out in two steps.
After completion of the forward problem, the resulting source
wavefields are written to disk in conventional RTM (please
see Figure 1 for additional context). It is important to note
that writing-to-disk is a requirement, as the data volumes
involved in reflection seismology rapidly exhaust the capacity
of physical memory. In a subsequent step, and for each sourcereceiver pair (aka. gather), source wavefields are read from
disk so that they can be cross-correlated with the backwardspropagated (i.e., time-reversed) wavefields corresponding to
the receivers – a step that again requires application of the
FDM modeling kernel for the WE3D, on a per-timestep basis
(e.g., [7]). Cross-correlation of the two wavefields is known
as RTM’s imaging condition [1] – i.e., the means through
which RTM establishes coherence, and therefore similarities
between the wavefields. Again, it is the similarities between
the two wavefields that is interpreted as being of geological
interest – i.e., the identification in space and time of geological
reflectors like (steeply dipping) interfaces between different
sedimentary lithologies, folds, faults, salt domes as well as
(ultimately) reservoirs of even more complex geometrical
structure. The inherent requirement for disk I/O involving
multiple TB volumes of seismic-reflection data, during the
application of RTM’s imaging condition, results in a wellestablished performance bottleneck (e.g., [7]). Given that data
volumes are expected only to increase, especially in the case of
marine-based acquisition of seismic-reflection data (e.g., [4]),
existing concerns relating to performance will be amplified.
To summarize, and in following [7], conventional RTM is
burdened with two, primary challenges that are performancerelated in nature:
1) Propagating seismic wavefields is computationally intensive, owing to appropriate use of the FDM on the
WE3D. Because both forward and reverse wavefields
require propagation, the FDM modeling kernel needs to
be applied twice.
2) The application of RTM’s imaging condition requires
disk I/O in order for cross-correlation between forward
and reverse wavefields. Current and anticipated data
volumes are responsible for this situation.
Although it is anticipated (please refer to §V) that the
approach taken here has at least the potential to address both of
these performance-related challenges with conventional RTM,
attention is focused here on the latter one. Specifically, through
use of the approach detailed here, a significantly reduced

Fig. 1. Flowchart representation for conventional RTM; informed by the algorithmic description in [7].

reliance on disk I/O during application of RTM’s imaging
condition is sought.
III. PARALLELISM

VIA

B IG DATA A NALYTICS

In confronting RTM’s known performance challenges (II),
the broad objective of this initiative was to seek improvements
through the introduction parallelism by exploiting technologies
available from Big Data Analytics. After briefly considering
and dismissing Apache Hadoop in §III-A, attention focuses
on in-memory distributed computing via Apache Spark in the
remainder of the section.
A. Parallelism via Apache Hadoop
At the time this effort was initiated in circa 2015, Apache
Hadoop presented as a fairly obvious starting point [9]; a
choice that appeared consistent with comparable studies in
the literature – e.g., processing large-scale seismic event data
via waveform cross correlation [10]. Hadoop presented as
extremely enticing to a discipline already awash in extremely
large volumes of data: A distributed file system, known as the
Hadoop File System (HDFS), that is effectively limitless in
scale and built from commodity components (e.g., [6], [11]).
Of course if Hadoop were only about HDFS, a distributed,
resilient, high-capacity file system, that would interesting but
hardly remarkable as viable storage incumbents have a wellestablished record of addressing the requirements of reflection
seismology in petroleum-exploration contexts. By leveraging
capabilities inherent in HDFS, Hadoop facilitates data-local
computing – in other words, workloads are proactively executed with innate awareness of topology (e.g., [6], [11]). Even
in the simplest case involving Map-Reduce workloads, the
locality of data and compute resources is a core competence
[12]. Subsequent improvements (e.g., YARN [13]) enable
additional capabilities.
Counterintuitive to existing practices in HPC, computedata locality in Hadoop is achieved by treating storage as a
resource to be proactively squandered [9]. In fact, Hadoop
takes advantage of commodity storage resources to boost

reliability by replicating data across multiple physical disks
distributed across multiple physical systems across an entire
infrastructure [6]. Thus Hadoop delivers a distributed, highcapacity, reliable, parallel file system optimized for computedata locality.
Even though it is in itself a collection of services, HDFS
represents only the underpinnings of the Hadoop data platform, as there are numerous additional and complimentary
components [6], [14]. In addition to data-platform components,
there are numerous analytics applications that allow for graph
analytics, machine learning, stream processing, and much
more [6], [14]. Particularly notable in the current context is
Apache Flink, and its innate ability for in-memory processing
[15].
Hadoop, and the ecosystem of components around it, clearly
presents interesting opportunities for the introduction of parallelism via Big Data Analytics. And although it appears promising that aspects of RTM’s known performance challenges
could indeed be addressed by its introduction, the possibilities
afforded by Apache Spark appear even more compelling; it is
these possibilities that comprise the focus of the next section
(§III-B).
B. Parallelism via Apache Spark
1) Strategic Considerations: Although it is the implementation that deservedly receives attention, it is actually the underlying computer science that ultimately makes Apache Spark
substantial from a strategic perspective [16]. At its core, Spark
derives its capabilities from Resilient Distributed Datasets
(RDDs). As a relatively recent abstraction for distributed computing, RDDs are fault-tolerant, parallel data structures ideally
suited to in-memory cluster computing [17]. Furthermore,
Zaharia et al. [17] architected RDDs to be persistent and
partitionable across a cluster to ensure that data is optimally
placed for computation – a capability it shares in common
with Hadoop (§III-A). Finally, RDDs can be manipulated
using a rich set of operators [17]. Originally conceived to
address limitations inherent in MapReduce [17], RDDs are

so compelling in delivering the primitives for distributedmemory parallel computing, that some (e.g., [18], [19]) have
enthusiastically opined them as a potential successor for MPI
(the Message Passing Interface, [20]) – the de facto standard
for distributed-memory parallel computing in HPC.
Of course, elegant computer science alone does not compel
one to even partially refactor voluminous code, such as that
involved in RTM; results, however, have the potential to up the
strategic ante. In the original benchmarking studies [17], Spark
outperformed Hadoop by a factor of 20 in a best-case scenario
for Hadoop - involving use of binary data and an in-memory
HDFS instance. Spark even outperformed Hadoop by a factor
of 10 when memory is unavailable and it has to use disks
[5]. RDDs aside, there is clearly substance to approaches that
employ in-memory computing, as Apache Flink is reporting
results comparable to those obtained by Spark in more-recent
benchmarking studies (e.g., [21]). From open-source indicators
such as Spark and Flink, to (refactored) offerings from forprofit juggernauts (e.g., [22], [23]), there is little doubt that
in-memory computing is extremely efficient in delivering
results with appealing speed. Because in-memory computing
continues to generate compelling outcomes, benchmarking
comparisons are only an Internet search query away.
As a final strategic consideration, uptake and support serve
only to amplify the impetus for adopting Spark; from an
actively engaged community of contributors and users, to
supported platforms for Big Data Analytics, the value of Spark
is increasingly evident (e.g., [5], [24], [25], [26], [16]).
Strategic considerations aside, the practicalities of refactoring applications such as RTM is the focus of the following
section (§III-B2).
2) Practical Considerations: Although a sound strategic
imperative may have been identified, the practicalities of
systematically refactoring an application like RTM may circumvent any well-intended effort. Fortunately, in making use
of Apache Spark for refactoring RTM, there is optimism
regarding these practicalities. In approaching this refactoring
from the perspective of RTM in an existing, traditional HPC
context, infrastructural and development-centric considerations
emerge.
From an infrastructural perspective, storage- and workloadmanagement considerations predominate. Whereas Hadoop
has an implicit dependency upon HDFS, Spark does not. In
fact, Spark offers significant interoperability with alternatives
to HDFS that include on-premise (e.g., Ceph, GPFS, Lustre)
and cloud-based (e.g., AWS S2, OpenStack Swift) possibilities (e.g., [16]). Because the vast majority of organizations
involved in processing exploration seismic data have an incumbent storage infrastructure, the prospect of re-use with
simultaneous introduction of Spark, can be extremely enabling
([27], [18], [19]). In practice, this interoperability is often
achieved via connectors or adapters – e.g., there exists a
connector that allows HDFS to be effectively replaced by
Lustre [28].
Although Spark includes a standalone capability for managing workload [29], use of YARN may be preferable in

Hadoop clusters (e.g., [5], [24], [26]) – e.g., for integrated
management of Spark and Hadoop workloads. Apache Mesos
[30] is of particular interest in this context, as it can directly
or indirectly allow for management of Spark workloads. In
fact, it is by leveraging the Mesos-compliant framework, that
Univa Universal Resource Broker [31] is empowered with
the ability to manage Spark workloads in a cluster that is
hybridized between Big Data Analytics and HPC; this is a
subject that receives additional consideration (please see §V)
in regard to early experiences in refactoring RTM via Spark.
Additional possibilities for managing Spark workloads are
alluded to elsewhere ([16]). Storage infrastructure notwithstanding, production deployments of Spark can be targeted for
on-premise or cloud-based clusters. And within these clusters,
Spark can be deployed directly on bare metal, within virtual
machines, or even containerized. The highly dynamic nature of
containerized deployments involving Docker [32] is addressed
by some solutions for workload management (e.g., [33]), and
warrants consideration beyond the current scope.
With the most-obvious practicalities for infrastructure set
aside for the moment, attention can shift to developer-centric
considerations for refactoring RTM through use of Apache
Spark. That Spark offers the primitives for distributed-memory
parallel computing is an extremely appealing capability, in
principle (please see §III-B1). Pragmatically speaking, however, it is likely to be Spark’s ability to leverage existing
code (as shared libraries) written in C or C++ via Java
Native Access (JNA, [34]) that is of more-immediate value
in refactoring RTM. When it comes to completely refactoring
code for RTM, however, Spark’s native support for Java, Scala
and Python ([5]) might be of increased value.
As summarized in §VII, GPU programmability via CUDA
([35]) has spurred the development of innovative algorithms
that have been responsible for impressive improvements in
the performance of RTM (e.g., [7]). Despite the possibilties
that Spark presents, preserving existing investments in HPC
via GPU technology is quite likely to remain a priority.
Fortunately, HeteroSpark is already making this posssible in
allowing Spark to selectively execute on GPUs as well as
CPUs [36].
From strategic to practical considerations, the case for refactoring RTM via the possibilities presented via Apache Spark
is compelling – more compelling than options available via
Hadoop. And it is for these reasons that RTM’s performance
challenges are shortly addressed through use of Spark.
IV. R EFACTORING RTM

VIA

A PACHE S PARK

A. Toy Problem for RTM: Introducing RDDs
Despite the acknowledged utility of RTM (§II), very few
examples of open-source implementations appear to exist –
even in support of textbooks on the analysis of seismic data
(e.g., [1], [37]). Of course as implied in §II, and particularly
as elucidated via Figure 1 along with the detailed algorithmic
description provided by Liu et al. [7], a complete and functional implementation of RTM is quite involved (e.g., [38]) and
definitely beyond the current purposes and intents. Instead, to

Fig. 2. Modified flowchart representation for RTM with conventional I/O replaced by RDDs (after [27]).

effectively problematize the performance challenges inherent
in conventional RTM, the current effort places emphasis on a
toy problem as the expository vehicle.
To fix ideas for the purpose of the toy problem, the RTM
implementation flow charted previously in Figure 1 is seemingly modestly refactored through the introduction of RDDs
in Figure 2. Most notable in this latter figure is the ‘replacement’ of disk I/O. To achieve this replacement, forward and
reverse wavefields are simultaneously manipulated in-memory
as RDDs. Although use of RDDs does not obviate the need
for disk I/O completely, as wavefield data does need to be
read from disk at some point to ‘populate’ the RDDs, the
approach certainly does succeed in decoupling disk I/O from
application of RTM’s imaging condition – a condition that
can now be applied solely in memory (§IV-C). Even in this
toy problem then, RTM’s imaging condition can be applied as
an in-memory computation (i.e., a cross-correlation between
RTM’s forward and reverse wavefields) on data that resides
entirely in memory as RDDs. In other words, the toy problem
is designed to directly address the I/O bottleneck identified
previously (§II) as one of the two key performance challenges
associated with the conventional approach for RTM.
The ability to completely decouple wavefield disk I/O from
the computation (Figure 3), as required in application of
RTM’s imaging condition, is one of the significant contributions of the present approach. Given the data volumes
typically involved seismic exploration for potential petroleum
reserves (§I), this decoupling is of inherent value. As an addedvalue consequence, this decoupling allows for construction of
a dependent workflow. In other words the rate-determining
step of populating the RDDs, with the forward and reverse
wavefields, could be conveniently staged as a prerequisite
for the latter step of the compute-itensive cross-correlation.
In the simplest case, RDDs are populated by reading from
one of file systems supported by Spark – a partial list was
provided previously in §III-B2. Spark, however, interoperates
with numerous data sources other than pure file systems [39];
and it is possible, of course, that this interoperability may

improve upon the performance of populating RDDs. In §V this
subject is revisited, as Spark now offers alternatives to RDDs
as they were originally conceived [17] and implemented.

Fig. 3. RDD introduction results in decoupling disk I/O from computation
of RTM’s imaging condition.

B. Toy Problem for RTM: Introducing Spark via Thunder
As noted previously (§III-B2), Apache Spark provides native implementations in Java, Scala, Python and R. For rapid
prototyping in the case of the toy problem introduced here (in
§IV-A), it was decided that use of Spark’s support for Python
would prove effective and efficient. Moreover, this choice of
Python allowed for use of the Thunder Project – an opensource library for image and time-series analysis originally
developed for the neurosciences [40].
Thunder is written in Spark’s Python API (PySpark, [41])
and makes use of well-established, science-enabling Python
packages such as numpy [42], scipy [43], and others [44].
When used in tandem with Jupyter Notebooks [45], the
resulting development environment is ideal for interactive
prototyping with graphics support – please see §IV-D for the
specific case involving refactoring RTM and [46] for generic
examples relating to Thunder.
After initializing packages (e.g., to enable graphics and
scientific computing) for use as necessary, and establishing
a PySpark context [41] via ThunderContext [47], a development platform for refactoring RTM with Thunder via Spark
is rapidly established.

One of the primary reasons Thunder proved extremely
appealing, in enabling refactoring of RTM via Spark, was its
existing availability of support for time-series analysis ([18],
[19]). In particular, the thunder.TimeSeries class [48]
includes crossCorr, a method for cross-correlation [49].
Unfortunately, this class (and method) are limited in their
current implementation, as collectively they only support the
cross-correlation of time series against a single target [50].
The next-major release of Thunder will also not address
this limitation [51]. Fortunately, Bennett states [52]: “... a
general rule is that if [T]hunder doesn’t have some [required]
functionality . . . it’s usually possible to get that functionality
easily with the interface to the underlying [RDD.]” In the
following section (§IV-C), Thunder is ‘extended’ to include
a cross-correlation capability that can handle two time series
– i.e., in order to ensure it is directly applicable to this mode of
comparison between RTM’s forward and reverse wavefields.
It was noted previously (§III-B2) that Spark can access C
or C++ shared libraries via JNA. Thunder, in drawing upon
its Python lineage, can interface with code written in C/C++
as well as Fortran in various ways (e.g., [53], [54]). Because
situations may arise where the ability to interface with external
libraries, binaries, etc. is required, it is reassuring to note that
this is indeed a possibility with Thunder – a capability not lost
on those who intend to refactor code through the systematic
introduction of RDDs and Spark.
C. Toy Problem for RTM: Spark Implementation via Thunder
Because Thunder’s existing capability for cross-correlation
does not allow for application to an arbitrary pair of time
series, as is needed here to cross-correlate RTM’s forward
and reverse wavefields, it is necessary that Thunder itself be
‘extended’. As indicated previously (please refer to §IV-B),
extensions to Thunder are possible by making use of the
interface to the underlying RDD.
Listing 18 provides a concrete implementation for the toy
problem. First, RDDs are instantiated into Thunder Context
tsc through use of the loadSeries method from Thunder’s
ThunderContext class; thus, series1 and series2
are in-memory representations of the forward and receivers’
wavefields. Next, function rtm_ic is employed to define
the RTM imaging condition via cross-correlation by making
use of the existing FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) convolution
capability in scipy [55]. The RDD-enabled version of this
‘extended’ capability, namely rtm_it_rdd, is subsequently
defined by simultaneously making use of the interface to
the underlying RDD via PySpark RDD [41], as well as the
join() and mapValues() methods available from this
same class. The net result is a capability for cross-correlating
RTM’s two time series in memory through interactive use of
a Jupyter Notebook that has invoked Thunder.
Even though this is only a toy problem, the intended purpose
has been demonstrated – i.e., an in-memory assessment of the
coherence between two seismic wavefields. Moreover, conventional RTM’s innate requirement to employ disk I/O during
the application of its imaging condition (i.e., the estimation of

# i n s t a n t i a t e RDDs fr o m d i s k
import o s . p a t h a s p t h
s e r i e s p a t h = pth .
file
)) ,
j o i n ( pth . dirname ( pth . r e a l p a t h ( th u n d er .
’ /< s r c d i r >/ ’ )
se ries1 = tsc . loadSeries ( se rie spa th + ’ trace1 . dat ’ ,
n k ey s =1 , n v a l u e s =1 , i n p u t F o r m a t = ’ t e x t ’ )
se ries2 = tsc . loadSeries ( se rie spa th + ’ trace2 . dat ’ ,
n k ey s =1 , n v a l u e s =1 , i n p u t F o r m a t = ’ t e x t ’ )
# d e f i n e imaging c o n d i t i o n
def rtm ic ( a , b ) :
from s c i p y . s i g n a l import f f t c o n v o l v e
return f f t c o n v o l v e ( a , b [ :: − 1 ] )
# a p p l y i m a g i n g c o n d i t i o n i n memory
rtm ic rdd = s e r i e s 1 . rdd . j o i n ( s e r i e s 2 . rdd ) .
mapValues ( f u n ( s e r i e s 1 . v a l u e s ( ) . t a k e ( d a t a . n r e c o r d s ) ,
series2 . values ( ) . take ( data . nrecords ) ) )
Listing 1. Python implementation via Thunder of the toy problem described
in §IV-C. After instantiating RDDs from disk, RTM’s imaging condition is
first defined, and then applied as an in-memory computation.

coherence between wavefields via cross-correlation) has been
removed completely (Figure 1), and replaced by an in-memory
computation (Figure 2). Of course, disk I/O is required to initially populate the RDDs with data; once populated, however,
there is no ongoing requirement for disk I/O – and certainly
not during the computation of the imaging condition (Figure 3). Although this concludes the successful demonstration
of the toy problem, remarks regarding the environment used
in prototyping are summarized in the next section (§IV-D);
potential next steps in the progressive refactoring of RTM are
considered in §V.
D. Prototyping Environment
Although Apache Spark is intended for clusters [5], for
prototyping purposes, a complete, highly portable development
environment was established on a laptop in the following three
steps [56]:
1) Spark A recent, pre-built version of Apache Spark was
downloaded, the contents of the tarball extracted, and
placed in a convenient location (/opt). Setting and
exporting the SPARK_HOME environment variable is all
that is required for Thunder to make use of Spark.
2) Anaconda Anaconda is an open platform for Data
Science that is built with Python [57]. Even if a Python
distribution is already available, it is definitely worth
considering Anaconda, as it will take care of dependencies, for instance. Support for Jupyter Notebook is
included with Anaconda.
3) Thunder Using Python’s package manager, pip [58], via
Anaconda or a pre-existing Python deployment, Thunder
is easily installed, and its prerequisites met.
Once installed, Thunder can be invoked at the command line
by simply typing thunder at an interactive-shell prompt. Of
course, this (and the following GUI offering) assumes that
the SPARK_HOME environment variable has already been set.
As noted previously (§IV-B), however, an interactive notebook capability is provided by Jupyter Notebook [45]. When
IPYTHON_OPTS="notebook --profile=nbserver"

thunder is issued at an interactive-shell prompt, the Jupyter
Notebook service starts in a Web browser, and communicates
with a locally hosted Web server. From the instantiated Web
page, pre-existing notebooks can be opened, or new ones
created. Although the emphasis here has been Python, Jupyter
Notebook supports over 40 programming languages [45].
From the introduction of RDDs, to Spark implementation
(through use of Thunder and PySpark), to notebook GUI
development environment (via Jupyter Notebook), a toy problem has demonstrated that conventional RTM’s performance
challenge with disk I/O can be refactored. In the following
section, §V, this demonstration is considered in a broader
context for RTM.
V. D ISCUSSION
In essence the purpose of this section is to review the
current investigation from a critical perspective, and in so
doing, indicate where additional effort needs to be placed.
The most-obvious place to start is with the toy-problem
implementation presented here in §IV-C. Although there is
likely to be some merit in further pursuing studies with
synthetic data, especially if benchmarking is made a point
of emphasis, of considerably greater value would be the
introduction of realistic data. Once acquired, reflection-seismic
data is written to an industry-standard format, known as “SEG
Y rev 1”, established by the Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) in 2002 [59]. Yan et al. [60] have successfully
represented sample reflection-seismic datasets in-memory as
RDDs through use of a Spark cluster. In the current context,
their work is encouraging, as it suggests the toy model can
be successfully extended to incorporate realistic data. It is
fair to note, however, that even Yan et al.’s effort serves only
as a proof-of-concept demonstration; additional effort will be
required to validate this approach for the TB-scale-and-greater
data volumes that typify the petroleum industry at the current
time (as alluded to in §II).
By design, the toy problem completely avoided the modeling kernel employed to propagate each of the forward and
reverse wavefields (§II provides additional context). This was
an admittedly significant oversight, as it is well known that
implementations making use of the FDM are acknowledged as
performance-challenged [7]. It is likely an even greater oversight in the context of applying Spark to a problem currently
factored for HPC, and thus an more-stringent requirement than
that posed here by the toy problem. Although addressing this
oversight (for the RTM case) is planned, there is existing
enthusiasm for the feasibility of such an undertaking. In
particular, in applying Spark to the one-dimensional diffusion
equation, Dursi [61] noted that the PySpark implementation
requires about half as many lines of code, and one-tenth of
the boilerplate when compared with an implementation in
MPI. Not only is the PySpark implementation fault-tolerant,
an inherent characteristic of RDDs (§III-B1), it is more-easily
coded – as Spark developers are enabled to focus at a higher
level of abstraction [61].

It might be argued that development on a laptop (i.e.,
§IV-D) is also a significant concern with the implementation
of the toy problem (§IV-C). By installing Thunder into a
pre-existing Spark cluster, however, the development environment described previously scales out seamlessly. In fact, as
demonstrated previously by Lumb [18], it is the deployment
of the Spark cluster itself that is the considerable undertaking;
to significantly reduce the infrastructural burden, he made
use of Bright Cluster Manager for Big Data [62] to first
provision the physical cluster, then deploy Hadoop and Spark,
and finally to monitor and manage the entire cluster on an
ongoing basis. Although Lumb [18] only made use of HDFS
as the underlying file system for Spark, he did experiment
with different modalities for managing Spark workloads, as
Spark’s built-in workload manager as well as YARN were both
available in his setup.
As noted previously in §III-B2, Univa Universal Resource
Broker [31] possesses the ability to manage Spark workloads
in a cluster that is hybridized between Big Data Analytics
and HPC; it is notable that this interoperability is achieved
through a broker that interfaces UURB as a Mesos-compliant
framework. By virtue of this interoperability, the compilation
of mature policies supported by Univa Grid Engine (UGE,
[63]) are immediately available for scheduling Spark workloads, and the limited policies implicit in use of YARN or
Spark itself are no longer a restriction. Because use of UURB
is particularly well aligned with efforts that seek to introduce
refactored code through the progressive introduction of RDDs
via Spark, scale-out efforts under development will employ
UURB in HPC clusters with some degree of enablement for
Big Data Analytics. Because Spark minimizes the need for
disk I/O, as the toy example well illustrated (§IV-C), HDFS
(or any another Spark-compliant data source, as described in
§III-B2) is largely decoupled during in-memory computations
– a decoupling deemed here as appealing in the case of RTM,
and most likely in numerous other use cases.
As indicated here (§II), in RTM cross-correlation serves as
the canonical imaging condition for establishing coherence
between forward and reverse wavefields. The introduction
here of Spark presents an analytics upside – i.e., an almost
frictionless opportunity to refactor RTM’s imaging condition
through use of Big Data Analytics. Although statements in
this context rapidly degrade to the level of speculation (e.g.,
[64]), it is worth mentioning possibilities for Deep Learning
(via Spark’s built in Machine Learning library, MLlib, [65])
in establishing alternate imaging conditions, and even for
improvements in the velocity model required for forward
modeling with the WE3D.
Finally, Spark offers a DataFrames API as well as (most
recently) Datasets [5]. With these abstractions that are distinct
from, and yet build upon the fundamental abstraction of RDDs,
serious refactoring has additional possibilities to consider –
possibilities that may afford, for instance, improved performance in certain use cases (e.g., [66]).
With Spark continuing to evolve at a rapid pace, this is
a snapshot of considerations worth discussing in the present

context at the present time. There is little doubt that the
dialogue will be ongoing. Before briefly summarizing related
work in §VII, conclusions are drawn in the following section
(§VI).
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
RTM has a past, present, and almost certainly, a future
of computational challenge and opportunity in support of
petroleum exploration (§I). Whereas there is clearly an impetus
to employ the method that most-effectively removes artifacts
from seismic-reflection data, contemporary use via conventional RTM suffers from two performance-related challenges
(§II). With current and anticipated data volumes, and a pressing need for increased degrees of resolution, these challenges
are exacerbated. In an effort to confront the performancerelated challenges imposed by use of the method in realistic petroleum-exploration scenarios, GPU-based technologies
have been applied successfully in confronting RTM’s compute
and I/O bound nature (§VII).
In seeking to address RTM’s performance-related challenges
through the introduction of parallelism available from Big Data
Analytics, the present effort employed a radically different
approach. The almost-natural tendency to gravitate towards
Apache Hadoop was resisted, and instead attention focused on
use of Apache Spark (§III-A). As an implementation, Spark
is based on a compelling abstraction known as RDDs, and
these RDDs have extremely appealing characteristics (§III-B).
Spark delivers the primitives for distributed-memory parallel
computing that are ideally suited to clusters. And because
computations are performed in-memory, Spark has an established reputation for efficiently delivering results.
With emphasis on conventional RTM’s performance being
gated by disk I/O, Spark was introduced in theory (§IV-A)
and in practice. A toy problem, that made use of synthetic
data, demonstrated that in decoupling disk I/O, in-memory
cross-correlation of wavefields proceeds efficiently with Spark
(§IV-C). The choice to make use of PySpark via Thunder
proved extremely appropriate in rapidly enabling an effective
development environment and producing results (§IV-B and
§IV-D). Extension of the toy problem to use cases more
realistic of current practice in petroleum exploration was
considered (§V). Because it has already been established that
the industry-standard format seismic data can indeed populate
RDDs in a Spark-based cluster ([60]), the ability to address
conventional RTM’s extant issue with disk I/O can be regarded
as essentially validated through use of Spark.
Thus the most-pressing challenge for further validating
uptake of Spark, in addressing conventional RTM’s known
performance-related challenges, involves the modeling kernel
that is employed to forward and reverse propagate seismic
wavefields. Although there is cause for optimism in principle,
Spark’s ability to be of use in this computationally intensive
context needs to be validated; a matter that is currently
receiving attention.
Beyond conventional RTM’s known performance-related
challenges, the utility of Spark could be surprisingly impactful.

Already validated is Spark’s ability for prototyping on an
isolated laptop and relatively seamless scaling out to clusters
(§V). In addition to on-premise deployments involving use
of UURB, extension into public and private clouds warrants
consideration. Considerably less clear is Spark’s ability to
introduce imagining conditions other than ones based purely
on cross-correlation; while Spark renders such opportunities
surprisingly accessible, use of Deep Learning for instance,
requires considerable investigation.
In summary, and even at this relatively early stage, the
prospects for Spark in refactoring RTM are nothing short of
encouraging; there is clearly motivation and merit for further
investigation. And of course the utility of the present and
future investigations, though focused on RTM, is anticipated to
provide insight for additional use case which are today being
serviced solely by conventional HPC.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
In this final section related work is summarized briefly.
Although the emphasis was not always RTM, the use of
GPUs in processing seismic data dates back to circa 2008
in the private sector (e.g., [67], [68], [69]). And as various
subsequent efforts demonstrate (e.g., [70], [7], [71]), there
remains significant interest in use of this technology in the
industry. Broadly speaking, in addressing RTM, algorithms
have made effective and efficient use of both the memory
hierarchy as well as parallel-processing capabilities inherent
in GPGPUs (e.g., [7]). Interestingly, at least one private-sector
organization bypassed the use of GPUs in their processing
workflow, as their efforts lead them to address other priorities
first in a broad-scale refactoring of their code and even their
infrastructure [4]; this organization, however, has not ruled out
a potential role for GPU-enabled seismic processing in the
future. Although it is beyond the current scope to review the
performance improvements achieved through the introduction
of GPU-enabled seismic processing, even anecdotal indicators
point to the potential for double-digit speedups in comparisons
to more-conventional approaches involving purely CPUs –
with some of these gains being specific to RTM.
Pioneering efforts to apply Big Data Analytics to the
processing of seismic data is, by comparison, understandably
a much-more recent undertaking. For instance, Addair et al.
[10] made use of Apache Hadoop in global seismology; of
particular interest in the current context (§III-A), was their
requirement to process large-scale seismic event data via waveform cross correlation. In effectively exploiting the computedata locality available from the combination of MapReduce
and HDFS, a speedup factor of 19 was reported, though effort
was required to refactor their use case for optimal use of
Hadoop [10]. Although use of Hadoop was considered and
dismissed here in §III-A, anecdotal evidence suggests that
there are indeed organizations currently considering its use
in various seismic-processing contexts.
Even more understandable is the absence of literature on
uptake of Apache Spark in use cases for processing seismic
data. Whereas 2015 might be regarded as the watershed year

in which Spark began receiving consideration for seismic
processing in general, at least one effort pre-dates this interest
[72]. Although the overall intention of the effort is to develop
a comprehensive platform for seismic analytics (e.g., [72]),
Yan et al. [60] demonstrated an ability to populate RDDs with
SEG Y format seismic data using this Spark-based platform –
a demonstration regarded here in §Vto be of significant value
in the RTM context. In a more recent effort, the same platform
allowed for successful detection of geological faults in seismic
data via the support for Machine Learning in Spark’s MLlib
[73]. After initially considering and dismissing Hadoop, as
reviewed here in §III-A and §III-B, respectively, Lumb [27]
initiated efforts to refactor RTM through the progressive
introduction of RDDs via Spark. Although subsequent efforts
(e.g., [18], [19] and the present one) have focused on only
RTM’s known performance challenge with disk I/O (§II), there
is an intention to consider RTM’s compute-intensive modeling
kernel (§II) in a subsequent effort.
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